We present an analysis of centrality-dependent pseudorapidity distributions of produced charged hadrons in pPb and PbPb collisions at the LHC energy of √ s NN = 5.02 TeV, and of minimum-bias pPb collisions at 8.16 TeV within the nonequilibrium-statistical relativistic diffusion model (RDM). In a three-source approach, the role of the fragmentation sources is emphasized. Together with the Jacobian transformation from rapidity to pseudorapidity and the limiting fragmentation conjecture, these are essential for modeling the centrality dependence. For central PbPb collisions, a prediction at the projected FCC energy of √ s NN = 39 TeV is made.
Introduction
In heavy-ion collisions with energies reached at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), one needs to be able to model bulk variables such as the transverse momentum and rapidity or pseudorapidity distributions of produced charged hadrons. This is an indispensable basis for the detailed understanding of more specific observables like quarkonia suppression or jet quenching. 1 To some extent, the equilibrium statistical model for multiple hadron production that was proposed by Fermi 2 and Hagedorn 3 and later adapted to relativistic heavyion collisions by many authors such as Braun-Munzinger et al. or Becattini et al. [4] [5] [6] can be used to model bulk observables, but the approach is more suitable for hadron production rates rather than for distribution functions. The latter are provided by phenomenological models such as the relativistic diffusion model (RDM), which includes non-equilibrium effects to some extent, reproduces substantial features of the data and has predictive power, but does not claim to fully account for every detail of the collision and of the ensuing particle production.
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The relativistic diffusion model is thus in scope and character located between the statistical model for multiple hadron production, and much more detailed numerical models that aim at a microscopic description of the collision, such as the Color Glass Condensate (CGC, see Ref.
9 ) for the initial state, hydrodynamics for the main part of the time evolution (e.g. [10] [11] [12] [13] ), and codes like URQMD for the final state.
14 Many other models that account for multiple hadron production in relativistic collisions are available in the literature. For pp, a three-source model with a central fireball accounting for annihilation contributions had been developed in Ref. 15 and was also extended to e + e − , but not to heavy-ion collisions. A three-fireball model for non-diffractive hadron-hadron collisions was published in Ref. 16 . Relevant for relativistic heavy-ion collisions that are treated in this work are, in particular, threefluid hydrodynamic calculations such as those in Refs. 17, 18 , but these are so far confined to energies accessible at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, they have not yet been performed at LHC energies. They assume two counter-streaming fluids corresponding to the constituent nucleons of the incoming collision partners as in Refs. 19, 20 , and a third source (fireball) in the midrapidity region that is associated with a fluid which is net-baryon free.
Our application of a three-source model in the relativistic diffusion approach to (pseudo-)rapidity distributions of produced charged hadrons incorporates new aspects which were not relevant for the early works about charged-hadron production in hadronic collisions. In particular, the central fireball source is absent in stopping (p minusp) because particles and antiparticles are produced in equal amounts in low-x gluon-gluon collisions. Moreover, the central source was found to be insignificant in heavy-ion collisions at cm energies below ≈ 20 GeV per nucleon pair. 21 Here, the two fragmentation sources alone account for the produced charged hadrons, because there is no significant density of thermalized low-x gluons available in the system.
A directly related phenomenological model is the one by Liu et al. 22 , who had conceived a multisource thermal model with originally four sources that was resonably consistent with charged-hadron production in pp, pp and heavy-ion collisions according to χ 2 -fits, but lacked a midrapidity source. Following the concept of the three-source relativistic diffusion model 7, 8 , Liu's thermal model 22 was later modified 23 to contain a central and two fragmentation sources, resulting in a clear physical picture with substantially better fits, in particular for produced charged hadrons, but also for stopping data and quarkonia production in relativistic heavyion collisions.
In this work we make use of the relativistic diffusion model to analyze centralitydependent charged-hadron production in pPb and PbPb collisions at the LHC energy of √ s NN = 5.02 TeV, and in minimum bias pPb collisions at 8. In the relativistic diffusion model with three sources for charged-hadron production, rapidity distributions of produced particles are calculated from an incoherent superposition of the fragmentation sources R 1,2 (y, t = τ f ) with charged-particle content N 1 ch , N 2 ch and the midrapidity gluon-gluon source R gg (y, t = τ f ) at the freeze-out time t = τ f with charged-particle content N gg ch . In the present work, we follow the current convention 24 of the LHC-collaborations that the forward direction (R 1 ) in pPb with positive rapidity is defined as p-going, whereas the backward direction (R 2 ) is Pb-going. The convention was opposite in our analysis 25 of the initial (2012) Pbp pilot run 26 . The three-source pseudorapidity distribution of produced charged hadrons then reads
The rapidity is defined as y = 0.5 · ln((E + p)/(E − p)), and the freeze-out time τ f corresponds to the total integration time of the underlying partial differential equation. It is also called interaction time τ int in related publications.
In the linear version of the RDM, 7 the macroscopic distribution functions are solutions of a Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) with a relaxation ansatz for the drift towards the equilibrium value y eq , and k = 1, 2, 3
The use of the additive variable rapidity -rather than longitudinal momentumin the nonequilibrium-statistical Fokker-Planck framework has proven to be a useful approach in calculations and predictions of macroscopic distribution functions for produced particles. The three subdistributions add up incoherently to produce the observed distribution function at t = τ f . For t → ∞, the stationary distribution is reached, which in case of the linear model is simply a Gaussian centered at y eq , or the corresponding value in the laboratory system for asymmetric collisions.
Hence, in the linear model that we summarize in this review section, the stationary solution actually differs slightly from the thermal equilibrium result that is given by the Boltzmann distribution (E = m ⊥ cosh(y))
with the equilibrium temperature T . The deviation from the thermal result is due to the relaxation ansatz in the FPE. To enforce the Boltzmann distribution as an exact equilibrium solution of the model, 27 the drift term must assume the nonlinear form A sinh(y) with an amplitude given by the temperature T , the diffusion coefficient D, and the transverse mass m ⊥ = m 2 + p 2 ⊥ (p ⊥ the transverse momentum) as
which is a special expression 28 of the so-called fluctuation-dissipation relation that connects drift and diffusion.
With such a nonlinear drift term, the transport equation can only be solved numerically. Since extensive comparison with data has shown 8 that the analytical linear model already provides physical insights and predictions, we pursue it in this work, and use it for the interpretation of symmetric and asymmetric collisions at LHC energies.
Integrating the FPE with the initial conditions R 1,2 (y, t = 0) = δ(y ∓ y max ), the absolute value of the beam rapidities y max , and R 3=gg (y, t = 0) = δ(y − y eq ) yields the exact solution. The mean values are derived analytically from the moments equations in the center-of-mass system (cms) as
for the sources (1) and (2) with the absolute value of the beam rapidity y max and the rapidity relaxation time τ y . The local equilibrium value y eq is equal to zero for symmetric systems, but for asymmetric systems such as pPb, the midrapidity source is moving, 29 and the superposition of the sources is more sensitive to the values of the model parameters than in the symmetric case. From energy-momentum conservation, the centralitydependent equilibrium value in the cms is obtained as [30] [31] [32] 
with the beam rapidities y The sign of the equilibrium value in the center-of-mass system changes when the beams are interchanged, as was done in the experiments to cover the full phase space.
For sufficiently large beam rapidities y max such at LHC energies, the equilibrium value can be approximated as
The corresponding numbers of participants can be obtained from the geometrical overlap, or from Glauber calculations. The time evolution in the RDM causes a drift of the distribution functions R 1,2 towards y eq . For y beam = ±8.586 in the centerof-mass system as in 5.02 TeV pPb an estimate in minimum-bias collisions with < N part >= 7.87
33 is y eq ≃ −0.946, and smaller absolute values for more peripheral collisions. In very peripheral collisions with m
, the equilibrium value in the cms becomes approximately zero.
Whether the mean values of R 1 and R 2 actually attain y eq depends on the centrality-dependent freeze-out time τ f (the time the system interacts strongly, corresponding to the integration time of Eq. (2)), and its ratio to the rapidity relaxation time τ y . Typical freeze-out times at LHC energies from dynamical models in central PbPb collisions are 6-8 fm/c, which is too short for the fragmentation sources to reach equilibrium, such that their mean values < y 1,2 > remain between beam and equilibrium values.
The third source R gg already emerges near equilibrium at the parton formation time and spreads in time due to strong diffusive interactions with other particles, without any shift in the mean value for a given centrality class. The variances are (k = 1, 2, 3)
they reach equilibrium faster than the mean values. Here the diffusion coefficients in rapidity space are D k y , and presently we assume equal values for the three sources, whereas the relaxation times τ k y may differ, causing different widths for the three subdistributions.
The sources remain clearly separated, although not directly visible in the data for produced charged hadrons. The fragmentation sources do appear in net proton (proton minus antiproton) data where the midrapidity source cancels out, but netproton distributions are not available at the LHC in a sufficiently large rapidity range.
A microscopic model for the calculation of τ y and D y is not yet available. When comparing to data, it is therefore convenient to use instead the mean values of the fragmentation sources < y 1,2 (t = τ f ) > and the variances σ 2 k (t = τ f ), or FWHMs Γ k as parameters.
In case of asymmetric systems, one has, moreover, to consider the fact that in the laboratory system, the center-of-mass moves with a rapidity of ∆y = 1 2 ln
in the direction of the light (1) beam. For pPb, this shifts the cms by ∆y = 0.465 towards forward (positive) rapidities in the laboratory (for dAu, ∆y = 0.110). As a result, the equilibrium value of the rapidity Eq. (6) is reduced accordingly when the results of the calculations are shifted to the laboratory system in order to compare with data. In very peripheral collisions with small numbers of participants, the equilibrium value of the rapidity is close to zero, but the shift of the cms relative to the laboratory system must always be taken into account.
To reduce the number of RDM-parameters for asymmetric systems, we had proposed in Ref.
32 to relate the number of produced charged hadrons in the fragmentation sources with the corresponding number of participants
With this conjecture the model has seven parameters for asymmetric system. For symmetric systems like PbPb there are five parameters.
Jacobian transformation and limiting fragmentation
The LHC data for charged-hadron production are available in pseudorapidity space. Since the theoretical model is formulated in rapidity space, one has to transform the calculated distribution functions to pseudorapidity space, η = −ln[tan(θ/2)], in order to be able to compare with the data, and perform χ 2 −minimizations. The Jacobian transformation
depends on the squared ratio of the mass and the transverse momentum of the produced particles. Hence, its effect increases with the mass of the particles, and it is most pronounced at small transverse momenta. For reliable results one has to consider the full p ⊥ −distribution, however: It is not sufficient to consider only the mean transverse momentum p ⊥ . In Ref. 34 we have discussed how this can be done for known p ⊥ −distributions of identified π − , K − , and antiprotons. Since the Jacobian depends only on the ratio m/p ⊥ , we use the pion mass m π rather than the mean mass < m >, and calculate an effective mean transverse momentum < p eff ⊥ > such that the experimentally determined Jacobian J y=0 of the chargedhadron distribution for π − , K − andp at rapidity zero is exactly reproduced. This yields for a given centrality class
These effective transverse momenta are smaller than the mean transverse momenta determined from the p ⊥ −distributions, and the corresponding effect of the Jacobian is therefore larger than that estimated with p ⊥ taken from the transverse momentum distributions for each particle species. The parameter that defines the Jacobian is then q = m π / p eff ⊥ . At high RHIC and LHC energies the effect of the Jacobian transformation remains essentially confined to the midrapidity source.
The Jacobians can now be calculated for each centrality class, pseudorapidity distributions of produced charged hadrons are obtained in the three-source model from Eq. (1), the parameters are optimized with respect to the available data, and conclusions regarding the relative sizes of the sources become possible.
However, LHC data are still missing in the fragmentation region, and χ 2 -optimizations with respect to data in the midrapidity region become rather uncertain in the tails of the distributions where the fragmentation sources become important. We have therefore proposed in Ref.
34 to use the well-known limiting fragmentation, or extended longitudinal scaling effect 35, 36 as an additional constraint: At sufficiently high energy, particle production in the fragmentation region becomes almost independent of the collision energy.
In particular, in Ref. It should be noted that whereas limiting fragmentation scaling has been firmly established experimentally in AuAu collisions at RHIC cm energies of 19.6-200 GeV, 36-39 its validity is still debated at LHC energies: Due to the lack of data in the fragmentation region one has to rely on phenomenological models such as the thermal model -which predicts a violation of limiting fragmentation at LHC energies 40 -or microscopic models, for example, the multiphase transport model AMPT by Ko et al. 41, 42 However, the ALICE collaboration has found in Ref.
43 -in agreement with our results in Ref. 34 -that their 2.76 TeV PbPb data are (with respect to the 62.4 GeV and 200 GeV AuAu data) consistent with the validity of extended longitudinal scaling within the errors which arise mainly from the extrapolation of the chargedparticle pseudorapidity density from the measured region to the rapidity region of the projectile. There the extrapolation is based on a double-gaussian fit of the data in η-space.
In this work the emphasis is on LHC PbPb data at the higher center-of mass energy of 5.02 TeV, which currently cover an even smaller pseudorapidity range than at 2.76 TeV. Again we use the limiting-fragmentation conjecture, supplementing the 5.02 TeV data in the tail region with 200 GeV data points that are shifted by the difference in beam rapidities, ∆y = y For pPb collisions, no data at RHIC energies exist, so that limiting fragmentation scaling can not be used to assess the fragmentation region at LHC energies. The available data at 5.02 TeV are presently confined 26 to the range |η| 2.
Forthcoming LHC pPb data in the pseudorapidity region 2 < |η| < 5 will then provide more definite conclusions regarding the relative sizes of fragmentation and midrapidity sources. In the next section, we compare the three-source RDM results over the full pseudorapidty range with the available minimum-bias and centralitydependent data in the midrapidity region, and determine the RDM parameters in χ 2 -minimizations. 
Minimum-bias and centrality-dependent pPb collisions at 5.02 and 8.16 TeV
Our results for the three-source RDM calculations of produced charged hadrons in minimum-bias pPb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV and 8. 16 TeV are shown in figure 1 and compared with corresponding CMS data. 44 Here the higher energy is the maximum that can currently be achieved for pPb at the LHC, because
TeV for p p = 6.5 TeV/c. A comparison with a calculation for dAu at 200 GeV done in analogy to earlier results from Ref. 32 , and PHOBOS data 45 is also shown. Fig. 1 . Here, the underlying distributions in the three-source model are shown: The dashed curve arises from gluon-gluon collisions, the dot-dashed curve from valence quark-gluon events in the Pb-going region (y < 0, backward), and the dotted curve from valence quark-gluon events in the p-going direction (fragmentation sources). A corresponding earlier RDM prediction is shown in figure 2 of Ref. 25 .
The distributions fall off less rapidly in the direction of the heavier particle (Au, Pb) as compared to the direction of the light one (p, d). Subdistributions are shown for the dAu system, RDM-parameters are given in table 1. Here the χ 2 -values are given per number of degrees of freedom (ndf), which is the number of data points minus the number of free parameters of the model. The result for 8. 16 TeV agrees quite well with our RDM-prediction shown in figure 2 of Ref.
25 when the exchange of forward and backward direction is taken into account.
The fragmentation sources are clearly indispensable for an understanding of the data: A thermal-model approach with a single source that is modified in pseudorapidity space through the Jacobian does not reproduce the very asymmetric data. A thermal model with several sources such as Ref. 46 can reproduce the data, but does not account for the time-dependent nonequilibrium evolution of the partial distributions, it rather postulates thermal sources at different locations in rapidity space. Also, more than three sources (four in Ref. 46 ) are difficult to motivate, whereas the two fragmentation sources in the RDM are microscopically mainly due to valence quark-gluon interactions, and the third source is essentially due to low-x gluon interactions. Obviously, triple-Gaussian fits in η-space as performed in Ref. 45 without any consideration of the Jacobian can also be used in χ 2 -minimizations to fit the data, but -different from a phenomenological model -these have no underlying physical meaning, and do not provide predictions. Figure 2 shows again the result for 8. 16 TeV pPb compared to CMS data, 44 but now with the corresponding subdistributions. At this higher energy, substantially more charged particles (N tot ch = 270) are produced as compared to the lower energies (211 charged hadrons in 5.02 TeV pPb).
In figure 3 with parameters from table 2, we display the centrality dependence of produced charged hadrons in 5.02 TeV pPb collisions at seven centralities, and the resulting RDM-distributions with subdistributions. The ALICE data are from Ref. 33 . Towards more central collisions, the midrapidity sources are more important as compared to the fragmentation sources, and the total distribution function becomes progressively more asymmetric. In particular, the slope on the p-going side is steeper than the one on the Pb-going side, as has already been evident from the minimum-bias results. To actually test this model prediction in pPb collisions, data in a larger pseudorapidity range are needed. Table 1 . RDM-parameters for minimum-bias charged-hadron production in dAu at 0.2 TeV, and in pPb at 5.02 TeV and 8.16 TeV in the lab system (y cm beam is in the cms). The FWHMs of the three sources at the freeze-out time are Γ k , the corresponding charged-particle contents are N k ch . The Jacobian scale is q = mπ/ p eff ⊥ , see text, and ndf is the number of degrees of freedom. From Figs. 2 and 3 it is obvious that the tails of the pseudorapidity distributions in pPb and PbPb collisions extend beyond the values of the beam rapidities. This effect had been discussed in Ref. 47 : Most of the produced charged hadrons are pions, and the limit η ≈ y at small transverse momenta (very forward angles) is reached for charged hadrons at larger values of η than for protons (net protons determine the value of the beam rapidity). Hence, the dN/dη distribution for charged hadrons which are mostly pions can easily extend beyond y beam . This was shown experimentally in AuAu collisions at RHIC energies by the PHOBOS collaboration.
38 At LHC energies, a corresponding measurement is not yet possible.
The central and Pb-like sources in pPb collisions at 5.02 and 8. 16 TeV have a large overlap in η-space. This particular outcome of the χ 2 -minimization is not too surprising because the backward source contains the dominant number of nucleons giving rise to the fragmentation sources, with the forward source emerging from one nucleon initially. The equilibrium value of the rapidity is thus on the Pb-going side, and the center of the midrapidity source is shifted accordingly towards this side. The situation is very different in PbPb collisions (Fig. 4) with equal particle content in the forward and backward sources, and the equilibrium value of the rapidity being y eq = 0. Table 2 . RDM-parameters for centrality-dependent charged-hadron production pPb at 5.02 TeV in the lab system. The FWHMs of the three sources at the freeze-out time are Γ k , the corresponding charged-particle contents are N k ch . The Jacobian scale is q = mπ / p eff ⊥ , see text. The degrees of freedom are ndf = 33. 
Centrality-dependent PbPb collisions at 5.02 TeV
At the LHC, PbPb collisions have meanwhile also been measured at a center-of-mass energy of 5.02 TeV in the nucleon-nucleon system, so that these can be directly compared with pPb. Due to the system's symmetry, the linear relativistic diffusion model has only five parameter for the three subdistributions in rapidity space, as was detailed in section 2: the mean peak positions y 1 = − y 2 (or equivalently, the ratio of freeze-out time and rapidity relaxation time), the variances σ 2 , or the corresponding FWHMs Γ = √ 8 ln 2 σ of fragmentation-and midrapidity distributions, and the associated particle numbers. Table 3 . RDM-parameters for charged-hadron production in 5.02 TeV PbPb with y beam = ± 8.586 at seven centralities. The FWHM of the sources at the freeze-out time is Γ k , the corresponding charged-particle content N k ch . The χ 2 /ndf-values refer to the number of degrees of freedom, ndf. The last column gives the experimental midrapidity values from ALICE 48 . The resulting pseudorapidity distributions for produced charged hadrons in 5.02 TeV PbPb collisions at seven centralities are displayed in figure 4 . The distribu- tion functions have been determined in χ 2 -minimizations of the differences between ALICE data 48 and the analytical RDM-solutions -including the Jacobian transformation and limiting fragmentation -by means of the current version of the objectoriented data analysis framework ROOT 49 . These parameters are summarized in table 4 for seven centralities.
As already found in Ref. 34 for the centrality dependence in 2.76 TeV PbPb, the RDM-parameters depend monotonically on the number of participants. We have described in section 2 how to use the limiting fragmentation conjecture also at 5.02 TeV PbPb relative to the 200 GeV AuAu PHOBOS data 37, 38 in the tails of the distribution functions, and the Jacobian transformation from y-to η-space with adapted values of p eff ⊥ . At all centralities, the mid-rapidity gluon-gluon source (dashed curves in figure 4) has a larger particle content than the sum of the two fragmentation sources, with a relative charged-hadron content rising monotonically from ∼ 56 % in the 0 − 5% centrality bin to ∼ 65 % in the 50 − 60% centrality bin. The evolution of the particle content in in three subdistributions with cm energy had already been discussed in Ref. 47 where analytical formulae for the respective dependencies had been given. These are in line with the present results of the χ 2 -minimizations.
Prediction for central PbPb collisions at 39 TeV
We also make a prediction for central PbPb collisions at the Future Circular Collider (FCC), which is currently discussed in design studies for pp collisions with √ s = 100 TeV, corresponding to PbPb with √ s NN = Z/A × 100 TeV = 39.42 TeV and y beam = ±10.646.
The five RDM parameters have been extrapolated to this energy according to the analytical formulae given in Ref.
47 , see table 4. Regarding the Jacobian, both the mean mass of the produced charged hadrons, and also the mean transverse momentum are expected to rise, and it is difficult to predict the energy dependence of their quotient, which essentially determines the Jacobian scale q. For the purpose of a rough estimate, we have therefore taken the Jacobian scale to be unchanged from 5.02 TeV.
The resulting prediction at the projected FCC energy is shown together with central AuAu and PbPb results at RHIC and LHC energies in figure 5 . The RDM calculation produces a higher midrapidity value (dN/dη ≃ 3944) when compared to the result of the empirical extrapolation of midrapidity values as performed in Ref. 47 (with s 0 = 1 TeV)
It remains to be seen which of the two values for the midrapidity yield of produced charged hadrons is more reliable. Table 4 . RDM-parameters for charged-hadron production extrapolated to 39.423 TeV PbPb with y beam = ± 10.646 at 0-5% centrality. Γ is the FWHM of the sources at the freeze-out time, N ch the corresponding charged-particle content using the extrapolation formulae of Ref. 47 . The last column gives the predicted midrapidity value according to Ref. 47 . 
Conclusions
We have analyzed pPb and PbPb collisions at LHC cm energies of 5.02 TeV, and pPb collisions at 8.16 TeV using the linear version of the nonequilibrium-statistical relativistic diffusion model, and determined the model parameters in fits to the available data. The asymmetric pPb system is particularly sensitive to the interplay of the three subdistributions in the RDM.
At all centralities, the mid-rapidity source has the largest particle content, but the fragmentation sources are necessary for a detailed modeling of the centralitydependent shape of the total pseudorapidity distribution functions of produced charged hadrons. The incoherent superposition of the three subdistributions together with the effect of the Jacobian transformation from rapidity to pseudorapidity determines the shape of the distributions. For minimum-bias pPb collisions at 8. 16 TeV the result is in reasonable agreement with an earlier RDM-prediction.
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The shapes of the total distribution functions -in particular, for asymmetric systems -show that the system has not reached overall statistical equilibrium: The centers of the fragmentation distributions remain far from the equilibrium values y eq (b). Still, the midrapidity results, as well as integrated yields, may be close to thermal-model predictions.
In symmetric systems such as PbPb, the deviations from equilibrium distributions in η-space including collective expansion may seem less obvious from the data, but the underlying subdistributions show that these are also far from equilibrium. Of course, local equilibrium in the hydrodynamic sense is nevertheless achieved very early in the course of the collision, within a time scale of 0.1 fm/c τ eq 1 fm/cwhich is mainly due to the very short local equilibration time 51 of the dense gluon system that characterizes the early stages of the collision.
With RDM-parameters extrapolated to the projected FCC energy of 39 TeV in PbPb, we have also presented a prediction for the pseudorapidity distribution of produced charged hadrons in central collisions at very high energy, but it will take some time to confront it with experimental results.
